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DriveSense Ideas

Context-sensitive Route Maps

Sensor Data: GPS / OBD2

Routing based on Familairty
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Database DriveSense
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DriveSense Mobile Application

(a) Home Screen (b) Map Snippets

(c) Route Overview (d) Navigation View

(e) Inset Arrow for Showing Next Step

Fig. 4: DriveSense phone interface showing the different screens that a user navigates through.

Algorithm 1 Vertex reduction algorithm for route simplification

Input: T = threshold
L = V0,V1, ...,Vn�1 is any n-vertex polyline
start 0
k 0
W0 V 0
for vertexVi(i = 1,n�1) do

if Vi is within T from Vstart then
then ignore it, and continue with the next vertex

else
Vi is further than T away from Vstart
Add it as a new vertex of the reduced polyline
k ++
Wk Vi
start i as the new initial vertex

end if
end for
Output: W = W0,W1, ...,Wk�1
the k-vertex simplified polyline

3.5 Map Stylization and Rendering

To perform semantic zooming of map objects in the scene, it is nec-
essary to compute the spatial detail of each object and to be able to
redistribute this quantity based on importance. The spatial detail indi-
cates the density per unit area of the vector primitives that define the
map object [4].

The redistribution of spatial detail in the map is a simple budget al-
location method based on the importance value of individual objects.
The most important object is budgeted the largest amount of the total
spatial detail available for the image, while the least important object is
budgeted the least amount. The importance value of an object is con-
strained by definition to be 2 [0,1], and the importance values of all
objects are then normalized. An object cannot be made more detailed
than the original or more simplified than its basic outline. As the se-
mantic zooming increases, the number of superfluous map details such
as roads and less important landmarks are removed to minimize visual
clutter.

These constraints may be dictated by the physical limitations of dis-
play devices such as the size and resolution of display monitors, the
minimum size and width of objects that can be displayed or the mini-
mum spacing between objects that avoids symbol collision or overlap.
A spatial detail redistribution algorithm computes a spacial detail con-
straint for every object to emphasize particular objects and to clarify

4
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Wise Guys

The most profound technologies are those that disappear.
Mark Weiser [8]

Attention is the limiting factor in our world and it could -
most likely - replace our currency. 1

Georg Franck [4]

1analogous translation
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Nobody is interested in stuff like that!

→ main task: creating slides
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The main task should be driving.
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A little too much guidance?
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Commercial Navigation Systems vs. Humans

TomTom & Navigon

→ use the same level-of-detail

vs. Humans?
→ depending on prior spatial knowledge
(popular or personally known places) [5]
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Route Description

Google Navigation

Most common: Turn-by-turn instructions

I give instruction at all decision-points

I good if there is no prior knowledge

I most routes
either start or end in a familiar area

Better: More detailed instructions in a
well known area and rather coarse-grained
instructions in a unfamiliar region.
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Driving is a critical task

Minimize DisruptionReliable Guidance
High Level of Detail less distractive

more descriptive

Low Level of Detail

Trade-off

→ Take personal knowledge, experience, preferences into account.
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The way humans explain it

Rendering Effective Route Maps: Improving Usability Through Generalization
Maneesh Agrawala Chris Stolte

Stanford University

Figure 1: Three route maps for the same route rendered by (left) a standard computer-mapping system, (middle) a person, and (right) LineDrive, our route map rendering system.
The standard computer-generated map is difficult to use because its large, constant scale factor causes the short roads to vanish and because it is cluttered with extraneous details such
as city names, parks, and roads that are far away from the route. Both the handdrawn map and the LineDrive map exaggerate the lengths of the short roads to ensure their visibility
while maintainaing a simple, clean design that emphasizes the most essential information for following the route. Note that the handdrawn map was created without seeing either the
standard computer-generated map or the LineDrive map. (Handdrawn map courtesy of Mia Trachinger.)

Abstract
Route maps, which depict a path from one location to another, have
emerged as one of the most popular applications on the Web. Cur-
rent computer-generated route maps, however, are often very diffi-
cult to use. In this paper we present a set of cartographic general-
ization techniques specifically designed to improve the usability of
route maps. Our generalization techniques are based both on cogni-
tive psychology research studying how route maps are used and on
an analysis of the generalizations commonly found in handdrawn
route maps. We describe algorithmic implementations of these gen-
eralization techniques within LineDrive, a real-time system for au-
tomatically designing and rendering route maps. Feedback from
over 2200 users indicates that almost all believe LineDrive maps are
preferable to using standard computer-generated route maps alone.

Keywords: Information Visualization, Non-Realistic Rendering, WWW Applica-
tions, Human Factors

1 Introduction
Route maps, which depict a path from one location to another, are
one of the most common forms of graphic communication. Al-
though creating a route map may seem to be a straightforward task,
the underlying design of most route maps is quite complex. Map-
makers use a variety of cartographic generalization techniques in-
cluding distortion, simplification, and abstraction to improve the

(maneesh,cstolte)@graphics.stanford.edu

clarity of the map and to emphasize the most important informa-
tion [16, 21]. This type of generalization, performed either con-
sciously or sub-consciously, is prevalent both in quickly sketched
maps and in professionally designed route maps that appear in print
advertisements, invitations, and subway schedules [25, 13].
Recently, route maps in the form of driving directions have

become widely available through the Web. In contrast to hand-
designed route maps, these computer-generated route maps are of-
ten more precise and contain more information. Yet these maps are
more difficult to use. The main shortcoming of current systems for
automatically generating route maps is that they do not distinguish
between essential and extraneous information, and as a result, can-
not apply the generalizations used in hand-designed maps to em-
phasize the information needed to follow the route.
Figure 1 shows several problems arising from the lack of dif-

ferentiation between necessary and unnecessary information. The
primary problem is that current computer-mapping systems main-
tain a constant scale factor for the entire map. For many routes, the
lengths of roads can vary over several orders of magnitude, from
tens of feet within a neighborhood to hundreds of miles along a
highway. When a constant scale factor is used for these routes, it
forces the shorter roads to shrink to a point and essentially vanish.
This can be particularly problematic near the origin and destination
of the route where many quick turns are often required to enter or
exit a neighborhood. Even though precisely scaled roads might help
navigators judge how far they must travel along a road, it is far more
important that all roads and turning points are visible. Handdrawn
maps make this distinction and exaggerate the lengths of shorter
roads to ensure they are visible.
Another problem with computer-generated maps is that they are

often cluttered with information irrelevant to navigation. This ex-
traneous information, such as the names and locations of cities,
parks, and roads far away from the route, often hides or masks infor-
mation that is essential for following the route. The clutter makes
the maps very difficult to read, especially while driving. Hand-
drawn maps usually include only the most essential information
and are very simple and clean. This can be seen in figure 1(middle)
where even the shape of the roads has been distorted and simpli-
fied to improve the readability of the map. Furthermore, distorting

Hand-Drawn Map [1]

→ humans intuitively leave unnecessary details out
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Spatial Chunking
Leverage spatial knowledge of surroundings

Chunking: several consecutive instructions are combined into
higher-level instructions.

Identify and structure only relevant information in verbalized form.

I Numerical chunking
I aggregation of object of the same type
I Example: Turn right at the third traffic light.

I Chunking based upon landmarks
I distinctive buildings, popular landmarks, highways
I Example: Drive to Highway A1.
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Destination descriptions
Leverage hierarchical organization of spatial knowledge

I if one has a good general understanding of the area

I to locate it in his personal spatial hierarchy

Examples:

I name the district: Feldmannstraße, St. Johann, Saarbrücken

I at the big mormon temple, 1676 Manning Avenue Los Angeles
CA 90024

→ Techniques spatial chunking and destination description used to
avoid unnecessary cognitive load
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Objectives

Only provide information that is inherently necessary to reach the
destination.

Leverage:

I familiarity with specific areas

I personal geospatial knowledge

→ detailed turn-by-turn instructions even decrease familiarity
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Other Systems / Related Work

MyRoute 2006 [6]

I landmarks are entered manually

I landmarks presented in a graph

I incorporate subset of the landmarks into the route

I route changes & longer driving distance
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(b) Rerouted LineDrive (6 steps, 19:54)

Figure 2: The directions above were generated during the informal user study. The rerouted path that passes by the
Space Needle (b) is one minute, 20 seconds longer than the direct route (a). However, the direct route has 14 steps, while
the familiar route has six. The user preferred the longer route with fewer steps. LineDrive maps were generated using
MapPoint and edited using OmniGraffle.

s22 diverge then n would have children n.C = {n1, n2},
where n1.s = s12 and n2.s = s22. A simple traversal of the
step tree can find the overlapping region of a new route.

Rerouting
Traveling on a familiar route may be longer in distance or
time than traveling the direct route. Drivers prefer both
familiar routes and shorter routes, Figure 1 illustrates this
tradeoff. We resolve this conflict through a cost function
C(r) based on distance (d), driving time (t), and number of
steps (s) of route r.

C(r) = ↵d(du + �ddf ) + ↵t(tu + �ttf ) + ↵s(su + �ssf )

Each factor has familiar (e.g., df ) and unfamiliar components
(e.g., du). The ↵ coefficient represents the weight of each
factor in relation to the other factor. The tradeoff between
taking unfamiliar routes and familiar routes is expressed by
the � coefficient. Since we are trying to minimize the cost,
� values below one indicate a preference towards familiar
routes. Depending on the values of ↵ and �, the route re-
turned may or may not go through a known landmark.

When looking for a familiar route, we find the shortest path
from the departure point to the landmarks in the landmark
graph. We then compute the path from each landmark to the
destination. For our cost function, the path from departure to
landmark is considered familiar and the path from landmark
to destination is considered unfamiliar. MyRoute computes
the cost of all the possible rerouted paths and chooses the

route with the lowest cost. The cost of rerouting is compared
to the cost of compression and the lowest cost route is cho-
sen.

INITIAL USER EXPERIENCE
To get initial feedback on MyRoute, we conducted an infor-
mal study with three participants comparing directions gen-
erated by MyRoute to those generated by an online rout-
ing service. Each participant owned a car and had lived in
the local area for less than a year. We used a fixed cost
function that worked well in initial tests. Function param-
eters were set to the following: �d = �t = �s = 0.5 and
↵d = 0.02,↵t = 0.5,↵s = 1.

Participants generated user profiles and searched for routes
from their home to ten new local destinations of their choice.
Each search returned two distinctly labeled routes: the orig-
inal route returned by MapPoint and the personalized route
generated by MyRoute. Participants rated the quality of each
route on a five point scale and commented on the benefits and
failures of our system.

Step count gives an indication of the number of different
pieces of information a user must keep track of and the num-
ber of interruptions a user faces while driving. For all thirty
queries, the step counts for MyRoute routes were at worst the
same as MapPoint routes, and on average MyRoute routes
had fewer steps than MapPoint routes.

For most routes, participants preferred directions generated
by MyRoute, especially those where MyRoute rerouted them
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Step 1: Get route description from conventional service

I contains individual waypoints
W0...Wt and Si ,j

I Idea: layer Lk → route description
at different level of detail (LOD)

I Given: Waypoints W0...Wt with
steps Si ,j containing the instruction

→ represents the highest LOD
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Step 1: Get route description from conventional service
Original Data represented as a graph

W1

WnSn-1,nS1,2
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Step 1: Get route description from conventional service
Original Data represented as a graph

W1

WnSn-1,nS1,2

S2,5

When high-level instructions are created, some edges are skipped.
How do we generate S2,5?
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Step 2: Create graph

Semantically enrich data from step before 2

I classification based in its geographical properties

I town, city, park, or connection between two places

2data provided by web services: http://www.geonames.org/, Google
Geocoding API, http://linkedgeodata.org/, http://topocoding.com/
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Step 2: Create graph
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Step 3: Filter according to Level of Detail

Filter according to the requested LOD

I summarize using destination descriptions

I chunking
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Step 4: Connecting to Navigation System

I provide appropriate API to the navigation system

I navigation system determines LOD

I directions response is is generated by the Layered Model
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LayerGenerator: The Big Picture
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Evaluation Results

I wasn’t integrated into real system
I 2 studies

I Study 1: front-seat passenger provided the driver with
instructions

I Study 2: Online
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Discussion

I Real Challenge: how to determine the appropriate LOD?
I How to dynamically generate intelligent summaries and

instructions, maybe spoken instructions?
I paper only mentions a “simplified linguistic rule”
I AI methods: data mining, knowledge base, automated

reasoning

I Should the route that has been optimized in many ways be
changed?
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Q & A
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Thank you!
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